The Z-Z junction: the boundary between two out-of-phase Z-DNA regions.
The boundary between two segments of Z-DNA that differ in the phase of their syn-anti alternation about the glycosidic bond is termed a Z-Z junction. Using chemical probes and two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, we examined a Z-Z junction consisting of the sequence d[(CG)8C(CG)8] inserted into a plasmid and used energy minimization techniques to devise a three-dimensional model that is consistent with the available data. We show that both alternating CG segments undergo the B-Z transition together to form a Z-Z junction. The junction is very compact, displaying a distinctive reactivity signature at the two base pairs at the junction. In particular, the 5' cytosine of the CC dinucleotide at the junction is hyperreactive toward hydroxylamine, and the two guanines of the GG dinucleotide on the complementary strand are less reactive toward diethyl pyrocarbonate than are the surrounding Z-DNA guanines. Statistical mechanical treatment of the 2-D gel data yields a delta G for forming the Z-Z junction equal to 3.5 kcal, significantly less than the cost of a B-Z junction and approximately equal to the cost of a base out of alternation (i.e., a Z-DNA pyrimidine in the syn conformation). The computer-generated model shows little distortion of the Z helix outside of the central two base pairs, and the energy of the structure and the steric accessibility of the reactive groups are consistent with the data.